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I
* EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Interface fracture resistance measurements have been conducted on metal/ceramic
interfaces with and without ieaction products. Both ductile and brittle interface
fracture have been documented. Some effects of residual stress have also been
investigated. The influence of thermal expansion misfit on the mechanical behavior of
metal/ceramic bonded systems has been shown to be strongly governed by the sign of
the misfit strain, its magnitude, the yield strength of the metal and to be subject to
substantial geometric effects. In some cases, the misfit causes interface failure, whilein others, cracking occurs in the ceramic. Generally, misfit has detrimental effects onbond strength, but in special cases, the bond strength can actually be improved.

IReaction products exhibit a wide variety of fracture behaviors. In some cases, the
reaction products are brittle and subject to residual stress, leadi~g to low fracture
energy interfaces governed by the fracture resistance of the reaction product. In other
cases, ductile reaction products occur, resulting in good bond properties and fracture
energies that increase as the reaction product layer thickness increases.

Stress corrosion has been found to occur at oxide/metal interfaces, leading to
substantial reductions in the fracture resistance. The phenomenon is governed by
water vapor and is similar to, but more pronounced than, that found in oxides.
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ABSTRACTI
Metal/ceramic bonds subject to residual stress caused by thermal expansioa

I misfit have been investigated in an A120 3/Ta(Ti) system. The residual stresses

cause cracking of either the A120 3 or the interface, dependent on the magnitude and

Isign of the residual stress. The observed locations, orientations, and trajectories of

the cracks have been rationalized on the basis of residual stress fields, energy release

rates and fracture energies for the ceramic and the interface.U
I1. INTRODUCTION

Most metal/ceramic bonds are subject to residual stress. This stress can cause

cracking of either the ceramic or the interface. The residual stresses may also

degrade the mechanical strength of the bonded system. Some aspects of residual

stress induced cracking have been analyzed previously ,1,2,3 but a comprehensive

I description of this phenomenon has not yet been presented. The intent of the

present investigation is the experimental characterization of cracking and

correlation with the results of stress analysis and of fracture mechanics.

A model system consisting of sapphire diffusion bonded to Ta(Ti) alloys is

used for the experimental study. This system has several attributes. The alloy

I compositions used in this study (20-50% Ti) show solia solubility, such that the

Icoefficient of thermal expansinn, a, can be continuously varied

between - 10 x 10-6 K-1 (pure Ti) to - 7 x 10-6 K-1 (pure Ta), compared

Iwith = 8 x 10-6 K-1 for sapphire. Consequently, alloys can be prepared that have

either smaller or larger thermal expansions than sapphire. It will be shown that a

The coefficient of thermal expansion is a function of temperature.

KJM-Evans-1 6.Tech Art*QR.TA-RsdI Strs Crk 7/17/89,10:01 AM.1 0/18/90 2
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I second advantage of this system is that a thin multiphase reaction product layer

I forms during diffusion bonding having composition relatively insensitive to the

original alloy composition within the range of interest. The "interface" thus has

3 relatively consistent mechanical characteristics.

The fracture behavior can be rationalized by invoking various solutions for

I residual stresses and f,- "ess intensity factors associated with bonds. To facilitate

interpretation, it is also noted that, within homogeneous brittle solids, crack

propagation occurs along a trajectory in which the mode II stress intensity factor, K11,

3 is zero. 4,5 However, cracks on interfaces can extend subject to mixed mode

conditions with fracture energy F1i influenced by the phase angle, yr. 6,7I
I 2. EXPERIMENTS

2.1 Diffusion BondingI
Sapphire discs having random orientation were mechanically polished to

I provide surfaces with good planarity. Foils of Ta(Ti) alloy 0.8 - 1.9 mm thick were

placed between two of the sapphire discs and located within a compression loading

fixture in a vacuum furnace. A normal compression of 3-5 MPa was applied and

I the system heated to 11000C, held at that temperature for 1/2 hour and cooled at a

rate of 5°C/min. Both symmetric and a,ymmetric specimens were produced (Fig. 1).I
3 2.2 Interface Properties

3 In all bonds, reaction products were formed, as elaborated elsewhere8 and

summarized here. In general, three distinct reaction products formed, as established

I by cross-section TEM. A PEELS spectrum revealed that within detectable limits

( 5%) no oxygen was present in any of the reaction products (Fig. 2).

KJM-Evans-16oTech ArtQ-R.TA-Rsdi Strs Crk 7/17/89.10:01 AM.10/18/90 3I
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I Consequently, use of a preliminary Ta-Ti-Al ternary phase diagram 9 (Fig. 3) suggests

I that the phases are: 7, a 2, and G. Electron diffraction results (Fig. 4) combined with

EDS and with lattice parameters obtained from X-Ray data confirm the identity of

3 these phases.

Asymmetric specimens with one thin layer of sapphire allowed

I measurement of the interface fracture energy.10--2 Alloy compositions giving zero

residual stress were chosen in order to simplify measurements. These samples were

prepared by careful diamond sawing of the diffusion bonded discs into flexural

beams having dimension - 28 x 1 x 1 mm. A precrack was introduced into the thin

sapphire layer using a Knoop indentor. Thereafter, loading in three-point bending

I extended the precrack to the interface. Subsequent fracture energy measurements

on the precracked specimens were conducted in four-point bending.1O, 11 In situ

testing in the SEM allowed detailed observations of crack evolution. These

I observations revealed that the precrack propagated unstably through the sapphire

and reaction product layers and then arrested at the reaction product/alloy interface,

I accompanied by blunting (Fig. 5a). Upon subsequent loading the crack extended

along the sapphire/reaction product interface. In addition, periodic branch cracks

were observed in the reaction layer (Fig. 5b). The load at which the crack extended

3 gave a fracture energy for the interface between the sapphire and reaction layer,

ri = 17 ± 3 Jm-2 (X/ 500). For comparison, the fracture energy of the a-phase

I reaction product 13 r - 40 jm-2, and that for sapphire on non-basal planes 14

r 12Jm "2.I

I 2.3 Cracking Observations

A general obsegvation is that positive misfit systems (aalloy > (A120 3 made

with alloys having < 67 at.% Ta at 11000C) crack predominantly within the sapphire,

I
KJM-Evans-16,Tech ArtoQ-RTA-Rsdl Sirs Crk 7/1 7/89,10:01 AM,10/18/90 4I
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although the details depend on sample geometry and history. Conversely, systems

I subject to negative misfit (O(alloy < CCAI20 3 ) crack along the interface. Systems wim

i positive misfit when inspected with light microscopy revealed continuous

perimeter cracks with no sign of internal cracking. In order to observe the trajectory

I of these cracks in detail, the samples were sectioned, polished and characterized by

SEM, revealing the morphology detailed in Fig 6. (The bonding geometry was such

I that the sapphire extended beyond the edge of the metal.) Crack initiation did not

occur at the ceramic/metal interface, but instead nucleated in the ceramic at a

* distance -15 g.m from the interface. The crack angle 0 with respect to the interface

I was consistently in the range 62-64. Following initiation, the cracks curved in a

continuous trajectory, turning parallel to the interface at a distance on the order of

I the metal layer thickness, before arresting.

Sectioning and polishing led to additional cracking having the features

illustrated in Fig. 6. Two types of cracks were present. Periodic small zone cracks

E were apparent near the interface (within 10 gm), but did not extend into the reaction

product layer. The initial inclination 0 of these cracks decreased with distance from

the specimen edge. Edge cracks occurred in the ceramic parallel to the interface at

distances of 50-100 gm from the interface and extended almost continuously over

the cross-section. Further sectioning and polishing revealed that these cracks, which

U are traces of new perimeter cracks, formed at the new surface introduced by

sectioning and initiated at a "stand off" distance from the interface - 50 pm.

For systems having negative misfit (misfit strain, eT- 5 x 10-4) no cracking

was observed in the as-cooled samples. However, sectioning introduced flaws that,

in some cases, initiated visible cracks. These cracks formed near the edge and

propagated along both interfaces (Fig. 7). No cracking was observed in the ceramic.

The cracks propagate on a variety of interface paths: within the reaction product

KJM.Evans-16Tech Art.Q-RTA-Rsdl Strs Crk 7/17/89.10:01 AM.10/1890 5 g
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I layer, along the reaction product/sapphire interface, and along the reaction

I product/alloy interface.

I 3. SOME RELATED MECHANICS

I Information about the initiation of cracks can be gained from the principal

tensile stress. Crack trajectories are addressed by evaluation of the crack path along

which the mode II stress intensity factor is zero. The stress field information1,15 is

I summarized in Fig. 8. In the ceramic close to the interface, the principal tensile

stress is essentially normal to the interface near the center but around the perimeter

I is inclined at 0 f 300. Along the periphery, the principal stresses are tensile within

a narrow boundary layer near the interface. This stress is high but the stress gradient

is also large. A crack in this layer experiences an energy release rate G that reflects

I both the stress amplitude and gradient (Fig. 9). Consequently, G exhibits a

maximum at a characteristic stand-off distance proportional to the metal layer

I thickness.

When cracks develop into a length comparable to a characteristic specimen

dimension (such as either the metal or ceramic layer thickness) interaction with the

I boundaries occurs. 4,16,1 7,19 These interactions tend to deflect the crack into a

K11 - 0 path parallel to the relevant boundary, at a distance proportional to the layer

I thickness. The most comprehensively analyzed examples invol .racks in a brittle

i substrate induced by residually stressed thin films. 16,17 The energy release rate G for

the example of a crack extending along both interfaces of a symmetric specimen has

I the non-dimensional forml, 18

I q/EeTd Qc (1)

IIKJM-Evans-1 6,Tech Art.Q-RTa-RsdI Strs Crk 7/17/89,10:01 AMel10/18/90 k6
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I where 2d is the metal layer thickness, FT is the misfit strain, E is a composite

I modulus and Qc is a cracking number = 1.

I 4. ANALYSIS OF CRACKING

U The general cracking features can be related to the sign of the misfit strain.

Positive misfit (xalloy > A120 3 ) leads to a negative KI for interfacial edge cracks. 1

Such cracks are thus suppressed and fracture would occur preferentially in the

3 sapphire. Conversely, for negative misfit (aalloy < aA1203), edge cracks experience a

positive KI along the interface1 and interface failure would be encouraged. Further

I details are sensitive to the overall geometry and the crack location. For positive

i misfit the initiation of the crack in the sapphire reflects the above stress field and

energy release rate information. The perimeter and edge cracks appear to be

I dominated by the stress in the tensile boundary layer (Fig. 8), whereupon their

nucleation at a stand-off distance from the interface is in accordance with energy

I release rate considerations (Fig. 9). The subsequent extension of these cracks into a

I trajectory parallel to the interface is consistent with the known characteristics of

KII = 0 trajectories. 16, 17

The formation of the zone cracks reflects the characteristics of the principal

tensile stress in the sapphire, near the interface (Fig. 8). The variation in the

I orientation of these cracks with distance from the edge is consistent with the

principal tensile stress trajectories. However, the absence of such cracking, into the

interface is not understood, given the comparable values of the fracture energies of

I the interface and the sapphire. It is presumed that the Grr compression in the

sapphire near the interface (Fig. 8) prevents the zone cracks from reaching the

I interface.

I
KJM-Evans-16.Tech Art.Q-R.TA-Rsdl Strs Ork 7/17/89,10:01 AM.10/18/90 7I
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I For negative misfit, the interface near the edge experiences residual tension

H and cracking would be expected to occur preferentially at the edge. The available

energy release for this process, based on Eqn. (1) is G - 25 Jm-2. Comparison with

3 the measured value of the interface fracture energy Fi - 17 Jm-2, confirm that this G

is sufficient to induce Interface cracks. Undulating cracks paths within the reaction

I product layer suggest detailed interactions involving elastic mismatch and residual

stress due to the presence of the reaction layer.19

I 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

I Residual stresses have been shown to lead to cracking of a metal/ceramic

bonded system. Systems subject to a positive misfit (zalloy > cA120 3) crack in the

ceramic, while those with negative misfit (aalloy < aA1203) fail along the interface.

Based on information about the residual stress field, as well as the fracture energies

of the sapphire and the interface, most of the cracking features have been

rationalized. The effects of specimen boundaries on crack trajectories within the

sapphire have also been shown to be .in agreement with existing understanding.

II
I
I
I
I
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

i Fig. 1. Schematic of the geometries used in the experiments.

I Fig. 2. PEELS spectra for the metal and reaction product layers revealing the

absence of oxygen within detectable limits.

i Fig. 3. Ternary Ti-Ta-Al phase diagram.

i Fig. 4. Calculated and observed electron diffraction pattern: a) y phase b) aC2 phase
c) (Y phase.

i Fig. 5. a) A precrack that penetrates the reaction product layer and blunts at the
alloy interface.

3 b) Crack trajectory when testing to obtain the fracture energy: note the
* periodic branch cracks in the reaction product layer and the roughness

of the interface.

Fig. 6. A summary of cracking patterns observed in the sapphire for systems with

positive misfit.

I Fig. 7. Crack in the reaction product layer for a system with negative misfit
(eT - 5 x 10-4).

I Fig. 8. Principal tensile stress fields for a system subject to positive misfit.

i Fig. 9. A schematic of trends in the energy release rate for cracks in the sapphire
near the interface. The stand-off distance is given by the location at which G

attains its maximum value.i
I
I
i
i
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ABSTRACT

The fracture strength of ceramics bonded with metals is limited by the

I presence of stress concentrations that arise around the bond, especially near edges.

Yet, in some cases, fracture can be induced to occur in the ceramic away from the

bond. Analysis of the combined effect of elastic mismatch, plasticity and thermal

I expansion misfit is presented in this paper, to provide understanding of the trends

in bond strength. Important influences of plastic relaxation and thermal expansion

I misfit are identified and some general fracture characteristics are described.

I
I
I
I
'I
I
I
I
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are several reported instances in which the fracture of ceramic/metal

bonds originates in the ceramic near the interface, rather than at the interface.1-4 Such

behavior is most likely when i) the bond is relatively thin, such that the limit load

H is substantially higher than the yield strength of the metal4 and ii) when the bond is

relatively devoid of flaws.1 When these conditions are achieved, it is of interest to

understand the behavior of flaws near the interface. Three important factors are

involved in the behavior of these flaws: the mismatch in elastic properties, plastic

flow in the metal and residual strain caused by thermal expansion mismatch. Each

I of these factors is included in the present study. Testing experience indicates that

fracture typically originates from flaws near the interface, especially at the edge of

the bond. The emphasis of the analysis will thus be on stress concentrations and

flaws in this locale. In some cases, fracture occurs in the ceramic well away from the

bond, suggesting that stress concentrations can be suppressed when the system has

I the appropriate properties.

Previous studies have given an indication of some of the salient issues. 1 6

The elastic mismatch causes the energy release rate at edge flaws near the interface

to become larger than that expected for an elastically homogeneous material. 1,2 This

elevation in at edge flaws is mitigated by the development of a plastic zone in the

I metal layer. Residual stress also exerts an influence on fracture and can, indeed,

cause fracture in the absence of applied loads. Some aspects of the residual stress

have been analyzed, 5,6 but there has been no attempt at combining the effects of

I residual and applied loads in the presence of plasticity in the metal. Analysis of this

coupled problem is needed to provide a comprehensive understanding of the

I overall behavior.

I
I 11/7190 3
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2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

I The geometry (Fig. 1) consists of a thin metal bond between two ceramics with

a crack in the ceramic near the interface. Initially, the crack is considered to be

parallel to the interface, but effects of crack orientation are also addressed. The

materials are chosen to have elastic properties representative of many

metal/ceramic systems with the Young's modulus E of the metal being substantially

I less than that of the ceramic. The metal is considered to yield and work harden such

that the uniaxial stress-strain curve satisfies,

= a,/E + A E )(

I where Eo is the yield strain, ao the uniaxial yield strength, n is a work hardening

I parameter and A is a coefficient of order unity. Residual strain in the system is

motivated by a mismatch in thermal expansion coefficient, between the metal a2

I and the ceramic, oc1 (AOC = oC2 - cc) and a cooling temperature, AT.

The problem is solved using the following approach. A mismatch strain

I AaAT is imposed on the bond to simulate cooling and the resultant development of

I residual stress calculated. In most cases, the mismatch strain is taken to be

sufficiently large compared with the yield strain that the metal has fully yielded

I during this process. Subsequently, loads are applied and the energy release rate, G, as

well as the phase angle of loading, Vf, associated with cracks in the ceramic are

I calculated by finite elements, using the ABAQUS code. The finite element meshes

I used to conduct the calculations are summarized in Fig. 2. Eight-node biquadratic

plane strain elements were used with nine integration points for each element.

I
I

,117190 4I
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I 3. RESULTS

3.1 Stresses for Bonds Without A Crack

i The stress field characteristics of interest to the above cracking phenomenon

occur in the ceramic either on a plane near the interface (AA' in Fig. 1) or on a plane

near the edge (BB' in Fig. 1). The stresses of particular importance aire (Gyy and axy,

which govern the mode I and mode II components of the energy release rate. Some

preliminary results for a bond without a crack, summarized in Fig. 3, indicate the

i general trends in Gyy when the expansion misfit is positive (a 2 > a,). In particular,

I the Gyy residual stresses exhibit a tensile boundary layer in the ceramic along the

edge (Fig. 3a). This layer often dominates the formation of edge cracks in the

ceramic. 7 Under applied loading in the absence of thermal mismatch, contours of

this 1yy stress near the interface (Fig. 3b) reveal that a new deformation field

I becomes established which eventually eliminates the residual field and results in a

concentrated (aYY stress near the corner. The explicit effects of yield strain so and of

the mismatch strain, AaAT, can be expressed through the parameter,I
X. = /AoAT/8o (2)

Notably, the width of the (Tyy tensile boundary layer (Fig. 4) diminishes as X

increases, confirming the beneficial role of yielding (lower Eo) on the tensile residual

i stresses in the ceramic. These effects are further illustrated from plots of the

* residual stresses along BB' in the non-dimensional form (Yyy/ao (Fig. 5), which

i reveal that the stress amplitudes for two substantially different values of X. are

similar upon using ao as the normalizing stress. Consequently, the magnitudes of

the tensile stresses in the boundary layer also diminish as the yield strength decreases.

I
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I The stress alorg AA' near the interface which is primarily of interest with

regard to cracking in the ceramic is the principal stress 01, and its orientation with

respect to the interface, Cp. A plot of the stress (Fig. 6) indicates that it is tensile near

the center of the bond and almost normal to the interface. Cracks that form in

response to this stress are observed in metal/ceramic bonds.7

I 3.2 Energy Release Rates

Aspe-.ts of the bond strength manifest in the energy release rate for cracks

near the interface are best expressed in terms of the non-dimensional energy release

I rate, G/ Gh, where Gh is the energy release rate for homogeneous material (i.e., no

bond layer). Furthermore, since only those bonds having high strength are of

technological interest, the calculations emphasize stresses 0/00 in the range 1-6.°

I -The general trends that have become apparent from the calculations are

schematically illustrated in Fig. 7. It is first noted that at small O/o, GI Gh increases

Ias alo increases, followed by a behavior at large /(Yo wherein GI h then decreases

with further increase in the stress. The rising segment is attributed to elastic

mismatch across the interface which increases the relative elastic energy between

I the crack and the interface as the stress increases, as indicated by the dotted line in

Fig. 7. At larger a/ao, the elasticity effect is counteracted by plasticity in the metal

I which, as noted above, tends"to suppress the tensile boundary layer in the ceramic

I near the interface (Figs. 4, 5). Plastic relaxation tends to diminish GIh a o /00

increases, as indicated by the second dotted line in Fig. 7. The net effect in the

I presence of both elastic mismatch and plasticity is a curve wherein GI h initially

increases and then decreases as 07/cOo increases.I
* Bonds fail by ductile rupture at stresses a"r 60o.8
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I The thermal expansion misfit and the relative crack length also have an

important influence on G/Gh. As already noted, positive misfit suppresses the

tensile boundary layer and thus, at smaller values of G/co, when the misfit is

important, G/Gh systematically reduces, provided that the cracks are relatively long

(a/h 5 0.1). However, when the cracks are short (a/h 0.1) and located within the

I boundary layer, misfit tends to increase G/ h at small stresses. Consequently, misfit

may, have either detrimental or beneficial effects on bond strength, depending on

the crack size.

Specific results obtained for GI h, summarized in Figs. 8, 9 and 10, elaborate

on these trends. For short cracks, it is apparent that plastic relaxation is the most

I important factor (Figs. 8, 9) such that, at high stress level (0/a 0 5 4-5), G can be less

than Gh when the dominant flaws in the ceramic are not immediately adjacent to

the interface. However, a complete understanding of bond strength and of the

S benefits of plastic relaxation would require a full statistical analysis in the presence

of a distribution of edge flaws near the interface. Conversely, for large cracks,

I expansion misfit has the greatest effect on fracture suppression, such that G can be less

than Gh at large X, but only when the stresses are low (Fig. 10). This behavior may

be important for crack arrest in some cases, such as thermal loading.

Calculations of the phase angle of loading lV associated with cracks parallel to

the interface (Fig. 11) indicate that, in the absence of misfit, the phase angle is

I negative at all stress levels and the cracks would tend to deviate toward the interface.

I However, for significant positive misfit, the phase angle changes sign and becomes

positive, especially at smaller (7/00, indicative of a tendency for cracks to direct away

from the interface, as found experimentally. 7

The general mixed-mode nature of cracks parallel to the interface suggests

I that the energy release rate may be larger for edge flaws inclined to the interface. To

i address this possibility, G has been calculated for flaws having various inclinations 0

11/790 7
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i (Fig. 12), within a range around the K11 = 0 plane suggested by the phase angle

calculations. The results reveal that G is relatively orientation insensitive,

especially at lower stresses, provided that the crack is defined in terms of the length

i projected parallel to the interface (Fig. 12).

i
4. IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONSi

The preceding calculations have the following principal implications for the

i strength of ceramics bonded with thin metal layers, when the metal has the larger

thermal expansion coefficient (positive misfit).* When the interface has a

sufficiently high fracture energy that failure does not occur at the interface, the

major limitation on the strength concerns stress concentrations in the ceramic near

the edge. These stress concentrations arise because of elastic mismatch between the

i metal and the ceramic. The magnitude of the stress and of the energy release rate at

edge flaws is modified by thermal expansion misfit and by plastic relaxation. Two

I basic behaviors have been identified. For strong bonds, wherein the edge flaws are

small and the stresses are large, plastic relaxation effects dominate. Notably, edge

failures in the ceramic near the bond can be suppressed by using a metal with a low

yield strength. In this regime, expansion misfit effects, although small, are

detrimental.

i Very different characteristics obtain when the cracks are relatively large and

the stress small, as appropriate for the assessment of crack arrest, e.g., when the

loadings are displacement dominated. In this regime, the energy release rate is

i diminished by having large (positive) expansion misfit, because of the compressive

residual stresses generated near the interface.i
Negative misfit induces edge cracking along the interface 5
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ABSTRACTI
Crack propagation has been measured for the A120 3/Au interface subject to

Iconditions that exclude stress corrosion. Crack growth has been shown to occur with a

rising resistance, governed by intact metal ligaments in the crack wake. The level of

resistance also increases as the metal layer thickness increases. Crack extension occurs

I by a combination of plastic void growth and interface debonding. The fracture energies

are much larger than the work of adhesion, but appreciably smaller than those expected

I for ductile interface fracture. The fracture energy is nevertheless dominated by plastic

dissipation, which increases at larger metal layer thicknesses.

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
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1. INTRODUCTIONI
The fracture of metal/ceramic interfaces may involve irreversible processes such

I as phonon dissipation, plasticity and phase transformations [1, 2,4-7] and can occur by

either brittle or ductile mechanisms [1, 7]. Brittle mechanisms involve atomic decohesion

at the crack tip [6], whereas ductile mechanisms involve void nucleation and growth [7,8]

I usually ahead of the tip. Brittle fracture can be environmentally assisted [5, 7], although

the associated fracture energy still involves an appreciable contribution from plastic

i dissipation that occurs in the metal as the brittle crack extends along the interface [5, 7].

The intent of the present study is to investigate explicit effects of plasticity on the

fracture of a metal/ceramic interface. A model system of gold bonded to sapphire is

I used. This system has the attributes that the properties of the constituents have been

thoroughly characterized, and that a discrete interface can be produced by diffusion

I bonding without the formation of interphases and without dissolution of A1203 in the

i Au [7]. Finally, the transparency of the sapphire allows in situ observation of crack

propagation along the interface [7].

I
I 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2.1 Diffusion BondingI
As described previously [7], interfaces between Au and A120 3 can be created by

I the diffusion bonding of high purity polycrystalline Au foil to single crystal A1203 discs

having basal plane (0001) orientation. The bonding was done in vacuum (~ 10-6 torr) at

I 1040'C for 48 h and subjected to a normal stress of about 5 MPa. The diffusion bonded

I discs consisted of thin Au layers of 100, 25 or 10 gm thickness between two thick A120 3

layers: one having 1 mm thickness and the other 3.5 mm thickness. The Au foil was

I polycrystalline after bonding, but highly textured such that the foil plane has a (001)

3
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orientation [7]. Residual porosity remains at the interface 7,9 in the form of isolated,

I facetted pores in the Au, approximately 3-10 gm wide and about 1 ptm deep, with a

mean spacing of about 20-50 gm. The thinnest foil exhibited tearing in some locations

I (Fig. 1).

I
I 2.2 Mechanical Testing

Most bimaterial interface fracture problems occur under mixed-mode loading

conditions [1]. A flexural configuration (Fig. 2) which has a mode mixity angle,

I l= /4, is thus particularly appropriate for the investigation of interface fracture [10].

Furthermore, the relative ease of introducing a stable precrack facilitates use of this

i specimen. Subsequent to diffusion bonding, beams were diamond machined with

I overall dimensions, 45 x 3.5 x 4.2 mm. In some cases, side faces were polished to

facilitate optical observation during testing. A precrack was established in the following

3 way. Knoop indentations, loaded to - 50 N, were placed on the center of the tensile side

of the beam. The sample was then loaded in 3-point bending until the crack from the

* indents grew unstably through the sapphire. Following precracking, three- and four-

point bend tests were carried out in situ in an inverted optical microscope [7]. The load

was measured using a high-resolution, button-type load cell consisting of

semiconductor strain gages. Tests were performed in a dry N2 environment which was

achieved by enclosing the apparatus and maintaining a positive pressure outflow of

I dry, high purity N2. To fully suppress subcritical crack growth, high purity grade N2

* (3 ppm H20) was necessary. The chamber was flushed with N2 for at least 20 minutes

prior to testing.

I
I
I 4
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2.3 Characterization

After the crack had been propagated to a length - 5 mm, fracture surfaces were

prepared for microscopic investigation using the following procedure. Water was

introduced into the crack front and the specimens loaded in 3-point bending,

whereupon the H20 debonded intact regions by stress corrosion. This process occurred

at sufficiently low load levels that the fracture surface remained essentially undamaged.

Thereafter, the specimens were embedded in epoxy to ensure that the mating fracture

i surfaces were not damaged during subsequent cutting. Following diamond sawing into

the desired shape, the specimens were removed from the epoxy by soaking in acetone,

and the top sapphire layer separated from the Au foil to allow characterization of the

fracture surfaces. These surfaces were investigated in the SEM in conjunction with X-ray

spectroscopy (EDS) to determine possible chemical differences

i 3. RESULTS

3.1 Measurements and Observations

Four-point flexure tests conducted in a dry N 2 atmosphere revealed resistance

behavior, manifest in loads that increased as the interface cracks extended. The

resistance FR determined from the loads has the characteristics indicated in Fig. 3. Both

i the initiation resistance ro and the subsequent growth resistance appear to increase as

the metal layer thickness increases. Explicit trends in Fo with metal layer thickness are

presented in Fig. 4.

The crack growth mechanisms, which were ascertained from in situ observations,

revealed some dependence on the metal layer thickness, although generic characteristics

exist. In particular, alternate debonding usually occurred on both interfaces, as illustrated

i schematically in Fig. 5a. This behavior was elucidated by matching top and bottom

i5
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I interfaces, wherein the region which remained intact on the top interface (Fig. 5b)

I debonded on the bottom interface (Fig. 5c). Consequently, ductile ligaments bridge the

crack, even after crack extensions of 5 mm. Slip lines visible on the perimeter of the

I intact area (Fig. 6a), which delineate the plastically deformed ligaments, are continuous

through the metal (Fig. 6a, b). The intact areas begin to debond - 3 nm behind the crack

tip and continue to debond as the crack extends (Fig. 7). The debonding behind the

crack tip occurred by continuous decohesion with no obvious interaction with interface

porosity. For Au layers having intermediate and larger thickness, the crack front

extended primarily on the upper interface, but for the thinnest layers the crack

preferentially selected the lower interface.

Subsequent to crack extension of several millimeters in dry N2, some samples

I were unloaded and reloaded in 3-point bending in air, thereby causing the intact

ligaments between crack faces to debond by stress corrosion. When all of the intact

I ligaments had been debonded, the sample was again unloaded and reloaded in 4-point

bending in dry N2. The crack was found to resume growth at an energy release rate

comparable to the initiation resistance r0, and to further extend subject to a resistance

curve having the same characteristics as the original curve (Fig. 8). These experiments

explicitly relate the rising fracture resistance to the presence of metal ligaments across the

I interface crack faces, consistent with previous studies on the Cu/glass system [5].

The initial growth mechanisms were most readily visualized from experiments

wherein the crack had been previously extended by stress corrosion, resulting in a

ligament-free crack. The crack in the thicker Au layers was observed to extend by

abrupt increments of order 200 gm in width, occurring at distinct sites along the crack

E front (Fig. 9), with no evident interaction with the interface porosity. The contrast which

developed along the fracture surface delineates the grain boundaries in the Au and

indicates that the increments of crack growth typically encompass several grains. For

I Au layers of intermediate thickness, voids nucleated ahead of the crack fro:Lt (Fig. 10).

6
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The nucleation sites are pre-existing pores on the interface within - 30 um of the crack

E front. Voids within about 10 gm of the crack extend back and coalesce with the crack,

whereas voids greater than about 10 .m from the crack grow, but do not necessarily

I interact with the crack. The associated plastic deformation, which extends

U approximately 1 pore diameter, was - 0.1 gm deep, as measured using an electron

damage technique [7]. Finally, in the thinnest Au layer, the crack extends continuously

I on the lower interface by direct growth from the crack front, with some isolated

debonding in the form of void growth, on the upper interface, reminiscent of the crack

growth process subject to stress corrosion [7].

Subsequent to initial growth, continued crack extension was accompanied by

periodic debonding at the second interface. Interfacial pores were located at the centers of

I each debond, suggesting that pores are the preferred nucleation sites. The nature of

void growth ahead of the crack and thus, the size of the intact ligaments, was noted to

depend on the metal layer thickness: the intact ligaments being smallest for the thinnest

I layers. A characterization of the size and distribution of intact areas is summarized in

Table I.

The annulus of plastic distortion at the perimeter of intact ligaments also

i depended on the metal layer thickness. Typically, the annuli had widths of - 50 prm and

~ 150 tm for the 25 pgm and 100 prm Au layer thicknesses, respectively. Intact regions

I smaller than about 20 gm in diameter exhibited no detectable deformation. An estimate

of the plastic strain in the ligaments was obtained from measurements of the difference

I in height between the intact and the debonded regions, using the electron beam damage

I technique. This height difference was observed to depend on the metal layer thickness,.

but typically had maximum values in the range of 1-2 gm, which corresponds with a

I plastic shear strain of - 5 x 10-3 .

Finally, the uniaxial flow stress of the Au was estimated in situ by emplacing

I Vicker's indentations into the Au side of the fracture surfaces, using loads of 0.01N. The

7
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indent size was less than about one-third the Au layer thickness to ensure that the

U A120 3 substrate did not have an effect. By regarding that the hardness, H = 3 o [11],

I the flow stress was estimated as (0o = 130 MPa for all three layer thicknesses. This

strength is larger than that for bulk annealed Au.

I
I 3.2 Interface Characterization

Following crack growth in dry N 2, surfaces separated by stress corrosion in

water were observed in the SEM. X-ray analysis in the SEM revealed no evidence of Au

I on the sapphire and no evidence of Al on the Au, even in the regions where crack

propagation occurred in dry N 2 by a void growth mechanism. It is thus concluded that

fracture proceeded along the interface plane.

An estimate of the work of adhesion, Wad, was obtained from measurements of

angle 0 between the pore wall and the Au fracture surface (Appendix), as measured on

I Au fracture surfaces created by subcritically growing the crack in the presence of water.

About 30 such angles were measured giving 0 = 1350 ± 80. The work of adhesion was

I calculated from 0 [12 by using a surface energy for Au, given by lYm = 1.3 Jm "2 [13,14].

U This gave, Wad = 0.38 ± 0.12 Jm -2.

E 4. MICROMECHANICS OF METAL/CERAMIC INTERFACES

I 4.1 Initial Crack Extension

3 Analysis of ductile fracture mechanisms associated with stationary cracks in a

thin metal foil between two elastic plates [15] recognizes that the plastic constraint in a

I thin metal layer causes the stress to attain values substantially larger than that possible

in a homogeneous elastic/plastic solid (Fig. 11). Furthermore, a stress maximum occurs

at a distance ahead of the crack governed by the metal layer thickness. One ductile

*t18
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fracture mechanism involves the unstable plastic cavitation which occurs when the mean

stress at the interface, am, reaches a critical value. This instability has been shown to

occur when the ratio of the mean stress to the uniaxial yield stress, (TO, is given by

I
i : 5.5(1)

In mode I loading, the preceding analysis predicts a distance between the location of

this maximum stress and the crack tip given by [151I
d = 2.2h (2)

where h is the metal layer thickness. The corresponding critical energy release rate for

initial mode I crack growth is [15]

o= 0.2a 0h (3)

A second ductile mechanism obtains when the pore spacing is sufficiently small that

the pores near the crack tip nucleate voids which grow plastically and coalesce with the

crack tip. The mode I fracture energy for this process is given by [16]

Fo  2.0 r.3 (4)I
where 8 is the critical crack tip opening displacement. Initial crack growth is presumed

to occur when t is on the order of the pore spacing, X0 [17], such that

F0 - 2.0 c0Z0  (5)
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I Consequently, the ratio of the flaw spacing X0 to the metal layer thickness h is an

I important quantity in controlling the ductile fracture mechanism that dominates initial

crack growth. Specifically, for X0/h < 0.1 the energy for ductile fracture by void

I coalescence is below that for cavitation, and vice versa, as indicated on Fig. 12.

When interface fracture involves debonding, as well as plastic void growth,

Eqns. (3) and (5) represent upper bounds for the fracture energy. Explicit relations between

Fo and either the plastic flow strength or the work of adhesion when debonding occurs

are unknown. Some possibilities suggested by the experiments, with the insight given

I by Eqns. (3) and (5), are discussed in Section 5.

I
4.2 The Fracture Resistance

The rising resistance behavior can be rationalized by examining the effect of

I crack surface tractions caused by the intact metal ligaments on the energy release rate.

Analysis of this phenomenon for mixed-mode cracks indicates that such tractions

reduce the mode I crack tip stress intensity but increase the mode H stress intensity [181.

I Consequently, the fracture energy rR varies sensitively with the mode mixity

dependence of the underlying interface crack extension mechanism. Expressions for this

I mixity effect are needed before resistance curves can be calculated [18]. An expression

for the mixity effect that appears to conform with typical experimental data is given by

[19]

ro = [1 -(1- ) siniv]-' (6)

where i is the mixity angle (zero for mode I and 7r/2 for mode LI) and , is a parameter

between 0 and 1. Specifically, the fracture energy of a material with 1, - 1 has littleI
10
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I sensitivity to mixity angle, whereas X - 0 refers to strong effects of mixity.

I Experimental results are mostly in the range X = 0.1-0.3 [19]. With this background, the

calculations [18] reveal that the resistance FR can be characterized by the non-

dimensional parameter

I I= ph/Ej' o  (7)

I
where Ec is the Young's modulus for the ceramic and p is the traction exerted by the

5 ligaments on the crack surfaces. For metal ligaments

I p = o0 fp (8)I
where fp is the area fraction of Au which contributes to the bridging given in Table I.

I Resistance curves predicted for a range of I and X are plotted on Fig. 13.

I
5. THE CRACK GROWTH RESISTANCE

In the presence of H20, stress corrosion occurs at the interface with a low

I fracture energy [71, suggestive of brittle bond rupture at the interface. Such a brittle

i mechanism occurs despite the incidence of plastic flow and some crack blunting. In dry

N 2, interface fracture by plastic void growth is the prevalent mechanism, but this is

accompanied by interface debonding. In an attempt to correlate the fracture energy

trends, it is first recalled that the initiation fracture resistance, r o, is smaller than the

I level expected for ductile interface fracture (Fig. 12). Another notable feature is that the

non-dimensional fracture energy, F 0 / 0oh, increases as the metal layer thickness

decreases, indicative of a corresponding increase in the relative contribution of plasticity

I to the fracture energy. This effect is the origin of the non-linearity apparent in Fig. 4.
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However, the absolute contribution of plasticity to ro must decrease as the metal laver

thickness decreases and approach zero as h -- 0. Furthermore, since fracture involves

interface decohesion, it is reasonable to suppose that 1 o - Wad as h --> 0. With this

I background, plus the insights provided by Section 4.1, it has been possible to identify a

simple non-dimensional expression for F0 , which includes the role of Wad, given by

(Fig. 4),

. = Wd [1 + coh/Wd]" (9)

I
i While this expression has no fundamental basis, it appears to be useful for correlating

experimental information and should provide guidance for the development of crack

* growth models.

The subsequent resistance, FR, above Fro, may be rationalized using the ligament

U model presented in Section 4.2 in conjunction with the information in Table I, plus the

i uniaxial yield strength obtained from hardness measurements. Then, with Fo from

Fig. 3, the experimental data can be transposed onto Fig. 13. It is apparent from this

construct that the normalization suggested by the models brings the data onto a single

curve, consistent with the curve calculated for a mixity parameter, X = 0.2. Values of X

i in this range are typical for interfaces [191. It is thus concluded that the resistance

i behavior (FR > Fo) is explicable in terms of the bridging associated with intact metal

ligaments. It is recalled that such bridging effects are specimen geometry dependent

i [18] and consequently, IFR should not be construed as an unique resistance characteristic

i of the interface.

I
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

i This study has demonstrated several characteristics of crack propagation along a

metal/ceramic interface. The fracture resistance is sensitive to moisture through a stress

corrosion mechanism. In the absence of stress corrosion, the interface cracks extend

I subject to a rising resistance curve, governed by intact metal ligaments in the crack

wake. Additionally, the resistance increases as the metal layer thickness increases. These

changes in resistance with crack extension are fully explicable in terms of crack

I shielding caused by the bridging ligaments.

Crack extension occurs by a combination of plastic void growth (that typically

I initiates at interface pores) accompanied by brittle interface debonding. The measured

fracture energies are substantially greater than the work-of-adhesion, but less than the

values expected for ductile interface fracture. It has not been possible to use existing

I models of the plastic dissipation to correlate the experimental fracture energy data.

Instead, a semi-empirical function has been identified that seemingly correlates the

present data. The development of the associated understanding is an important topic

for further research.

IJ
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APPENDIXI
The equilibrium angle 0 between the Au and A120 3 at an interface and the pore

depth can be measured in the following way. First, an electron beam damage line is

induced in the SEM across the void with the surface normal to the beam. Tilting by T

about an axis parallel to the deposition line, the depth of the void d is reflected in the

displacement Aa, (Fig. Al): d = Aa/sin T [20]. The angle 0 is obtained by geometry in

terms of the rotation angles 0R and Q (Fig. Al), such thatI
d cos 13 tan _r

Stan = dsinIF - Ahtan tr (Al)

I where

I
h= d cos T sin13 (A2)

I
For the ellipse in Fig. Al

y = dsin'Tsin (A3)

i d cos T

tan 92 (A4)

I
Consequently, equating (A3) and (A4),

[tan T tan 1 (A5)

14
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i Placing (A5) and (A2) into (Al) gives

cos sin' [tanqtan t r

tan 5 =

sin T tan2 Q -cos 2 T tan ir
s sin T tan Q (A6)

i Thus, 5 is obtained from knowledge of the SEM tilting angle, T, and from

measurements of 0, and i r in Fig. A2.

I
I
I
I
I
I
i

I

I

I
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TABLE I

I
Area Fraction of Debond

Au Layer Thickness h (.Lm) on Lower Interface/p Width of Intact area (pm)

10 0.8-0.9 < 50

1 25 0.4-0.6 50-100

100 0.2-0.4 100-200

I
I
I
I
I

I
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FIGURE CAPTIONSI
Fig. 1. Optical micrograph of 10 gm thick Au foil diffusion bonded between plates of

I sapphire, showing tears in the Au (arrowed).

Fig. 2. Flexure specimen geometry used for interface fracture energy measurements.

Fig. 3. Interface fracture energy rR as a function of crack length a, for 10, 25 and

I 100 um thick Au layers.

Fig. 4. Initiation fracture energy as a function of actual and relative metal layer

thickness.

U Fig. 5. Debonding along alternate interfaces. (a) Schematic illustration (b) the intact

depression along the crack front on the top interface corresponds to debonded

area on the bottom interface (c).

Fig. 6. a) Intact ligament on top interface with slip lines visible at the perimeter

b) Debonded area on bottom interface corresponding to (a), also showing slip

lines.

I Fig. 7. a) Intact ligament region behind crack tip. b) The same region as in (a) for a

larger crack length: Intact area is commencing to debond in (b).

Fig. 8. Interface fracture energy as a function of crack length before and after

removing intact ligaments by stress corrosion.

Fig. 9. Crack initiation and growth for 100 gm thickness at three different levels of

energy release rate a) 63 Jm "2, b) 96 Jm-2 and c) 131 Jm-2.

I Fig. 10. Crack initiation and growth for 25 9m thickness at three different levels of

enrgy release rate a) 53 Jn "2, b) 62 Jm "2 and c) 77 Jm "2.

I Fig. 11. Plot of normalized mean stress as a function of distance from crack tip [15].

Fig. 12. Plot of normalized mode I fracture energy for crack extension by ductile

fracture as a function of the non-dimensional quantity h/X0 : the experimental

data obtained from Fig. 3 are superposed.
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I Fig. 13. Resistance curves predicted for interface cracks with bridging tractions [181.

Experimental data points from Fig. 3 are also shown: I is the moment of inertia

I of the beam and I is given by Eqn. (7).

Fig. Al a) Scanning electron micrograph of pore with damage line made apparent by

tilting, XI = 700.

b) Higher magnification SEM of edge of pore in (a).

Fig. A2 a) Cone rotated by IV around axis bd.

b) Cone rotated by xV around axis bd and by P around axis fg.

c) Ellipse showing rotations M' and J (see text).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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THE FRACTURE RESITANCE OF METAL/CERAMIC/INT'ER.M'ETALLIC IN-ERFACES

A. G. Evans, A. Bartlett, J. B. Davis, B. D. Flinn, M. Turner and I. E. Reimanis
Materials Department, College of Engineering

University of California, Santa Barbara, California 93106

Introduction " ,

A concerted effort on the mechanics of interface cracks (1-3), coupled with the development of test
tethods for measuring the interface fracture resistance (4, 5), has provided a framework for characterizing
ie mechanical properties of interfaces. There appear to be four governing issues (4, 6, 7). i) Interface fracture

can be either brittle or ductile. ii) The fracture resistance is strongly influenced by the loading mixity,
rimarily through its influence on the crack path. iii) Crack growth by stress corrosion and by fatigue are
)mmonly encountered. iv) The fracture resistance is substantially larger than the work of adhesion and is

affected by plastic dissipation, as well as by interface non-planarity and by segregation. There are also
ppreciable geometric effects, such as the thickness of the metal present in laminates, adhesive bonds and
ber composites. In addition, residual stresses are typically involved and often provide an appreciable

contribution to the energy release rate (8), as well as influencing the loading mixity (6).
There are major differences in interface fracture with the homologous temperature, T/Tm, used to

roduce the interface. Low homologous temperatures (T/Tm < 0.3) processes such as evaporation result in
interface mechanical properties dominated by impurities, especially organics present on the original surface
-rior to deposition (9). Consequently, thin bond layers, such as Cr and Ti, are often used to enhance the
•acture resistance. The presence of these layers apparently results in the formation of carbides and hydrides

tnat 'clean' the surface. The use of high homologous temperatures (T/Tm > 0.5) generally results in 'strong'
honding for a wide range of metls, ceramics, intermetallics and glasses. Such diffusion bonds are

mphasized in this article.
The fracture resistance of diffusion bonds can be influenced by the presence of reaction products. It is

thus convenient to catagorize interfaces in terms of their susceptibility to reaction product formation. An
icomplete list of diffusion bonded interfaces that have been subject to mechanical characterization are
ammarized in Table I, together with the known incidence of reaction products. When reaction products

form, cases have been found wherein cracks propagate within the product phase (10). and other cases
'herein interface cracks extend between this phase and the parent material (11, 12), dependent on the

,qstem and the loading mixity.
A comprehensive review of the interface fracture processes associated with each system is not

.tempted here. Rather, the range of effects that can occur are illustrated from some of the systems presented
..i Table 1. Consequently, the following sections are organized in accordance with present understanding of
the dominant fracture mechanisms: ductile void growth, brittle debonding and decohesion, as well as
)mbined void growth and debonding.

Ductile Interface Fracture

Two systems are known to the authors in which fracture occurs by ductile void growth and
coalescence in the metal near the interface. These are Al/A1203 (13, 14) and Ti/Ti3Al/A120 3 (15). This
-iechanism involves void nucleation in the metal, typically at interface sites (Fig. 1a). For example, in

.l/A1203, voids preferentially form at grain junctions in the A1203 (14) (Fig. 1b). When thivmechanism
applies, there are several profound geometric effects on the mechanical fracture resistance: especially with
.I.gard to the metal layer thickness, h, and the loading mixity, XV. The metal layer thickness enters through its
ifluence on the stresses at the interface ahead of the crack (16) (Fig. 2). The trend is for thesestresses to

increase as h decreases, causing the fracture resistance FR to diminish at small h. An extreme case is
;Ilustrated in Fig. 3 which demonstrates ductile void growth in a thin C2-Ti3AI layer formed between Ti(fa)



I'rd A120 3 (15). For this thin :aver kh = 3.15 .m ), mhe rracture resistance FR - 25 Im- 2 is smalier :man m..:

)r brittle interface fracture in many systems, as elaborated below. The spacing between void nucleation
sites along the interface is also important and may dominate when this spacing is appreciably less man
h (16).

The loading mixity is important because of the influence on the crack path (6). In particular, the
woading that encourages the crack to deviate from the interface may induce cracking into the ceramic and
orevents measurement of rR. Measurements of rR require careful consideration of test specimens having

.ixities that constrain the crack to remain at the interface, as exemplified by the flexure specimen depicted
A.t Fig. 4 (17).

Brittle Debonding and Decohesion

Brittle debonding of metal/ceramic interfaces formed b diffusion bonding has rarely been observed
-he only example known to the authors is the A1203/Mo interface, which has a fracture energy,

R - 34 Jn "2 (Fig. 5) (18), There is also circumstantial evidence that A120 3 /W interfaces have a similarly
low fracture resistance. However, even in these systems, ER is appreciably larger than the thermodynamic

'ork of adhesion, Wad, indicating that dissipation mechanisms accompany interface fracture. The only
ther known example of brittle interface debonding occurs in the Ti(Ta)/A120 3 system, when a y -TiAI

reaction product forms (12). In this case, fracture occurs at the interface between the parent A1203 and the
^'-TiAI reaction product (Fig. 6a), with a fracture energy, IR = 17 Jm 2 . This result contrasts with the

-havior of diffusion bonded interfaces between y -TiAl and A120 3 which are resistant to debonding (19)
(Fig. 6b). Essentially all other interface fractures that involve debonding are accompanied by appreciably
.lastic dissipation in the metal, as elaborated below.

When brittle reaction products form and when thin brittle interlayers are used, brittle decohesion
within the layer has been frequently observed. Examples include the a-phase reaction product between
v-TiAl and Nb (10), as well as porous oxide interlayers between A1203 and other materials (20). In such

ises, ER is dominated by the microstructure of the layer and the associated fracture resistance. The effects
,re exemplified by porous oxide interlayers, wherein ER varies with the level of the porosity. The
ohenomenon is illustrated for ZrO2 interlayers in A1203 (Fi&. 7). For the porous interlayers (porosity - 30%)
.acture occurs within the layer, with a fracture energy, I R - 3-5 Jm". However, for the dense ZrO2

,iterlayer, fracture can be induced at the interface with a fracture energy, rR - 15-20 Jn "2 .

Debonding with Plasticity

Many of the interfaces summarized in Table I involve debonding accompanied by plastic dissipation.
hese systems include A120 3 /Au, A120 3 /Pt and A120 3/Nb. Furthermore, the behavior is complicated by
ie incidence of stress :orrosion (7), as well as by crack face bridging caused by metal ligaments (21, 22). The

latter results in an interface fracture resistance that rises with crack extension (Fig. 8a). The rising resistance
well-described by plastic bridging models (23) (Fig. 8b). In the absence of stress corrosion caused by

toisture, direct observations of interface crack extension (22) have revealed that the crack advances by the

nucleation of debonds at the interface ahead of the crack (Fig. 9). These debonds grow by combined brittle
ebonding of the interface with plastic deformation and then coalesce to cause crack extension. This process
ccurs at a fracture resistance substantially lower than that expected for ductile fracture by plastic void

growth. Models of this process have yet to be developed.
Moisture induced stress corrosion substantially reduces FR, whereupon interface cracks grow with a

haracteristic growth rate that increases as rR increases (7). This behavior is presumed to be analogous to
that found in monolithic bodies. Furthermore, the nominal interface fracture resistance decreases as the
-. etal layer thickness decreases (22) (Fig. 10), reflecting an important role of plastic dissipation in fracture,

yen through stress corrosion is occurring (7).

Remarks

Some of the interface fracture phenomena evident in both metal/ceramic and metal/intermetallic
interfaces have been briefly outlined. It is apparent that a rich spectrum of effects is involved, analogous to
racture in monolithic materials. While a start has been made, a systematic experimental effort is needed to

,.haracterize the range of fracture behaviors, along with the development of models that relate to "ach
important fracture mechanism. Important issues that have not been addressed in this brief survey include

ffects of mode mixity on rR and fatigue crack growth at Interfaces. ' .

." •~ I



FA6LE I
Interfaces That Have Been Subject to Mechanical Characterization

METAL CERAMIC-INTERMETALLIC K NOWN REACTION PRODUCTS
Al A1203  None
Au A1203 None
Nb A170,; None
Mo A1203  None
W A1203 None
Ti A120 3  -Y-TiAl

OX2-Ti3Al
Al sic A14C

Al(Si) sic None
A1(Mg) A1203 Spinel
Ti(Ta) A1203  Y-TiAI

aX2-Ti3Al
aY-phase

Pt A1203 Pt3AI
Nb y-TIAL T2, a-phase

TiNb y -TIAL cz2-Ti3Al
Nb MOSi2 (NbMO)SSi 3
Cu SiO 2  None
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Fig. 1. a) A schematic of interface fracture by void growth.
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I
i b) A fracture surface of an A1/A120 3 specimen indicating Al ridges formed by plastic void

coalescence. Note that virtually all of the ridges surround three-grain junctions in the A120 3
which act as void nuclei.
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Fig. 2. Stresses at the interface ahead of a crack for a thin metal layer betwen two britdtOl ".".
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Fig. 7. SEM micrograph Of Zr%)2 interfaces on A120 3 (a) porous interlayet that fractures ,trugh t1he layer3with rR - 4 jmii 2 (b) dense interlayers that fracture at the interface with rR m 2jmr2
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ABSTRACT preforms via an environmental reaction method
(e.g., the oxidation of certain aluminium alloys 4 )

Powder processing of ceramic matrix composites under development by the Lanxide Corporation.
is reviewed with emphasis on 1) forming powder These methods can be synergistically used with
compacts containing reinforcements, 2) effect of powder methods.
the reinforcement network on the shrinkage and Powder processing of composites involves
strengthening of the powder matrix during a heat three critical issues: 1) incorporating and
treatment, 3) a novel method for producing a consolidating powder-reinforcement systems, 2)
metal reinforced ceramic composite and 4) a novel making the powder matrix strong, and 3)
method for producing a laminar ceramic controlling the matrix/reinforcement interface

composite containing brittle fibers. Preliminary toughness and frictional characteristics. This
properties for the two new composite processing review will focus on our current understanding of
methods are given, the first two issues, and then review the current

progress concerning two new composite
processing methods in which reinforcements are
added after the ceramic matrix is made dense.

REINFORCEMENTS ARE INCORPORATED
INTO CERAMICS to increase the fracture PACKING COMPOSITE POWDERS
toughness of the ceramic matrix, impart R-Curve
behavior (toughness increases as the crack grows) As reviewed elsewhere,5 the problem of how
and to provide a material that fails at high ceramic fibers (and whiskers) can be incorporated
strains. To realize these properties, the into ceramic powders is at an advanced stage of
reinforcements must act as bridges behind an understanding. It is understood that the particles
extending crack. The extending crack must by- in the powder matrix must have the highest
pass the reinforcement and the bridging packing density possible. 6 It is known that the
reinforcements must dissipate work as they act as highest packing density is achieved when:7 a)
bridges. Analytical fracture models are relatively repulsive forces exist between particles, a condition
well developed to indicate how these behavior can that requires colloidal powder processing and
be achieved, whereas processing methods are still consolidation methods, b) a powder has an
under development. optimum particle size distribution that contains -

Non-powder processing methods for 30 vol % of much smaller particles relative to - 70
making ceramic matrix composites via vol % of larger particles, and c) mass seegation
infiltration of the matrix into reinforcement does not occur as the particles are packed to form
preforms have been reviewed by Jamet et al. 1 and the desired shape. It is also known that fibers and
Naslain.2 They include cyclic chemical vapor whiskers can lower the packing density of the
infiltration/deposition (CVI), cyclic sol-gel matrix particles.$ Fiber surfaces and positions
infiltration/heat treatment, and cyclic where fibers touch one another lower the packing
organometallic infiltration/pyrolysis. Molten efficiency of matrix particles. Both of these effects
metals are also infiltrated into partially sintered depend on the particle size to fiber diameter ratio.aree partiaricelcnpak oe lycen~
powder compacts. 3 In addition, several different Namely, smaller particles can pack more eficiently
ceramic matrices can be 'grown' into fiber aroundthe fiber surface and in the vohume region
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I
defined by tou&,c , :i.ers much better than larger teaches us that ceramic . com. osices neu not
particles i For these reasons, the particle size to be fully dense, most Dr zz, e _oc.ssmn esea'cn
fiber diameter ratio must be S 0 02. Powders with concerning ceramic matrix Comeosites s ui.ec: :o

very small particles, relative to the fiber diameter, make the matrix phase fully .Sense with t."e zei:er
are needed to obtain a high particle packing that denser composites W ,'i roduce a r
density. strength and more reliable material.

Since interparticle forces must be controlled It is widely recognized that the .en.i:..a.on
to achieve high particle packing densities, slurry behavior of a crystalline 'pov.der can ce dramat:cailv
(particle-liqwd systems) methods must be used to influenced by an inert non-densiiving) second
either consolidate mixtures of powders and phase. The second phase can be either particles,
whiskers, or pack powders within fiber preforms. whiskers or fibers. The phenomena associated with
These methods include either pressure filtration this effect appears to limit the pressureless

or centrifugation. 9  Provided that the slurry's processing of many composite systems and causes
viscosity is very high to prevent mass segregation, the composite processor to resort to deformation
whiskers or chopped fibers can be mixed into the processing, viz. hot-pressing and HIPing to fully
slurry to be consolidated by pressure filtration. densify the matrix phase. Deformation processing
A!though attractive interparticle forces produce a certainly must be avoided if composites are to be
slurry with sufficient viscosity to prevent mass engineered with reinforcements architecturally
segregation due to sedimentation, problems can be situated along principal stress trajectories.
encountered due to differential strain recovery as In general, powder compacts are made strong
reviewed below. In addition, flocced slurries do by a heat treatment that promotes densification.
not produce high packing densities. All current Since the void phase is removed during
evidence suggests that 'coagulated' slurries densification, the powder compact shrinks. De
overcome the problem of mass segregation, pack Jonghe and coworkers 11 were the' first to
to a high density, and will avoid the problems of systematically characterize the fact that an inert
strain recovery associated with flocced slurries.1 0  inclusion phase will constrain densification. They
Coagulated systems are produced by adding salt to demonstrate that a very small volume fraction
a slurry containing charged particles. Hydrated (0.03) of inclusions would significantly limit the
counter ions surround the particles to neutralize densification behavior of a composite powder
the surface charge, diminish the particle's compact. Their isothermal data for a ZnO powder,
electrostatic repulsive potential, but produce a SiC inclusion composite system showed that the
short range repulsive, hydration potential that densification rate decreases with increasing volume
prevent the attractive particles from touching one fraction of SiC inclusions. Bordia and Rajl2 have
another. Particles in coagulated slurries attempt reported similar data for TiO2 powder containing
to sit in a weak, attractive potential well; the depth A120 3 inclusions. Brook et al.,13 reporting similar
of the well is controlled by the amount of salt data for A1203 powder containing dense, Alz03
added to the system. The viscosity of coagulated inclusions. None of these observations are
slurries depends on the depth of the potential well, predicted by a model developed by Onoda and
which is controlled by the salt content. Because Messing 14 which suggested that inclusions would
coagulated particles attempt to repel one another not affect densification until they were about to
when pushed together, they pack to their highest form a connective network at larger volume
packing density by sliding over one another fractions.
during rearrangement. This newly discovered1 0  Initial models15 . 16 to explain the densifica-
use of short range, repulsive hydration forces to tion behavior of mixed powder-inclusion systems
increase slurry viscosity without hindering assumed the shrinking powder place the inert
packing potential, appears significant for the particles in a state of compression. The inclu-

consolidation of many composite slurry systems. sions, in turn, would lower the sintering 'stress'
of the powder by placing the matrix powder in a

CONSTRAINED DENSIFICATION state of hydrostatic tensile stress. Although these
initial models were mathematically appealing,

It is interesting to note that the composites Scherer 1 7 pointed out that the parameters needed
produced by the French Aerospace Company, SEP, to fit data were unreasonable with respect to the
via the CVI process contain approximately 10 to 15 mechanics of the problem. He also indicated that
% porosity. Since these composites also contain - the mean hydrostatic stress that might develop
40 vol % fibers (either Nicalon SiC or Carbon), the within the powder is much smaller than required
matrix phase is only 75 to 83 % dense. Despite their by the models. In addition, neither model predicts
low matrix density, these composites, when coated the densification behavior at higher inclusion
to avoid internal oxidation, are a commercial fractions (either closely spaced or touching), nor
success because they survive and perform critical do they predict an end point density less than
engineering tasks not met by conventional theoretical.
materials. Although the success of the SEP material

U Lange, at al.
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On the expermental side. Lange13 showed between the inclusions and their separation

that an isoiated inclusion ,.ould not constrain the distance to center-to-center distance ratio, x. It,
densification of the surrounding matrix as
predicted by the initial models. Experiments 19  X
with alumina powders containing a moderate
volume fraction of silicon carbide whiskers L .
showed that the powder within the whisker
network did shrink and densify onto the whisker We can now describe the shrinkage of a zomposite

network but the whisker network itself did not powder containing a random distribution of non.
shrink. That is, the relatively rigid whisker touching, identical inclusions with an imaginary
network constrains composite shrinkage, but does network formed by drawing lines between
not prevent the powder within the network from inclusion centers. The linear shrinkage of the
shrinking. Namely, as voids within portions of network must mimic that of the composite, "iz.,
the densifying powder disappear, their volume is Enet = Ecomp. Ifit is assumed, for the moment, that
conserved by the opening displacement of other the linear shrinkage between each inclusion pair
voids. From outside the composite, the powder is identical to that of the network, En = Enet = -comp,
appears to be completely constrained from rearrangement of Eq (1) shows that the matrix
densifying, but from within, some voids grow as strain will depend on the inverse separation
others disappear. Thus, it had to be concluded distance (xn) between inclusions:
that the mean hydrostatic tensile stress, produced
within the powder matrix as it shrinks onto
inclusions, plays little role in the densification £ en .
behavior of composite systems. xr Xo% (2)

It is now recognized that interaction
between inclusions constrain composite where d is the inclusion diameter. With this
densification. This interaction can be viewed in assumption, Eq (2) shows that the linear
terms of an inclusion network. The inclusions in shrinkage of the powder between the network

the network can be either touching or non- pairs will depend on their separation distance.
touching. At one extreme, all the inclusions This equation suggests that the matrix powder
touch one another, and the network itself cannot between closely spaced inclusions will be denser
be densified as exemplified by the dense random and reach full density before the powder between
packing of spherical inclusions or a strong widely spaced inclusions. That is, with the
network formed by touching whiskers or fibers. assumption that En = emp, it can be seen that the
For this extreme case, it is easily seen that the network of non-touching inclusions constrains the
relatively weak sintering 'stresses' produced by densification behavior of the powder matrix and
the powder cannot further consolidate the produces a non-uniform density distribution
inclusion network, viz., the composite cannot during shrinkage.
change its volume as the powder attempts to The case where the inclusion pairs must
densify. In the other extreme, none of the mimic the composite (En a ecomp) is when the inert
inclusions touch one another, but as it will be inclusions are placed on lattice sites. In order to
reviewed, the inclusions still form a strong fit together with neighbors, each unit cell must re-
interactive network that constrains composite tan its shape as the powder shrinks during densi-
densification. fication as shown in Fig. 2. Since the relative

Figure 1 illustrates a pair of spherical amount of powder (i.e., ratio of distance between
inclusions within a powder matrix.20

.... ................ *S.':
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Figure 1 Two inclusions within a powder compact
Figure 2 The development of a non.uniform distribution of
matrix density due to a network on non-touching

Assuming that the powder everywhere exhibits inclusions.
the same linear shrinkage strain, em, the center
to center shrinkage strain En for the inclusion pair inclusions to distance between lattice sites)
is directly proportional to the linear shrinkage between cell edge sites is less than that between
strain produced by the sintering matrix powder diagonal sites, identical network shrinkage

Lange, at al.
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strains will produce a different density for the shrinkage process, the denser network becomes
powder between the different inclusions as more resistant to deformation through grain
concluded by Eq 2). That is. powder between site growth, and the lower density regions :isipate
pairs forming cell edges will densify more relative their shrinkage potential via desinteing lring
to powder between diagonal site pairs. The coarsering.
condition that the unit cell must retain its shape Portions of this model do not ap!y ". g-ass
requires that the shrinkage strain between any powders. Since glass powders do not develop
lattice site pair be identical to any other pair, viz., grain boundaries during sintering they neither
En = Ecomp. Thus the powder within the cell will undergo microstructural instabilities
hdive a lower density relative to the powder (desintering) due to grain coarsening phenomena
between edge site pairs. If the driving 'stress' of nor creep harden due to grain growth. In glass
the lower density material within the cell is powder composites, the inclusion network will
sufficient to compress and deform the denser produce the same non-uniform density

l material along connecting cell edges (i.e., pull the distribution discussed for crystalline powder
inclusions into the cell), then the matrix within matrices. But instead of dissipating their
the cell will fully densify without distorting the sintering stress via grain coarsening, the lower
shape of the cell. density regions in a glass matrix will continue to

The assumption that En = ecomp states that exert a sintering stress on the denser portions of
the network formed by the inclusions shrinks the matrix and the inclusion network. If the
without changing its shape, viz., the angles sintering stress is sufficient to deform the
between network pairs do not change during inclusion network, denser regions within the
composite densification. This is the condition. matrix will deform via viscous flow to allow
required of the periodic network discussed above.. network deformation and composite densification.
In reality, some network distortion will occur. A' Thus, this model not only explains the effect of a
random distribution of non-touching inclusions network of inert inclusion on the densification of aI I can be defined with different, irregular polyhedri. crystalline powder, -but also explains why the
joined together on faces. Inclusions are located at- densification of glass powders is less affected by
polyhedra verticas. Because each inclusion is. inclusions.
shared by 4 different polyhedra, the shape change. It can thus be concluded that both touching

I of any one polyhedron will require compatible., and non-touching itclusion networks will
* shape changes by neighboring polyhedra. Sincw. constrain the densifltation of a crystallin powder

collectively, small groups of polyhedra muse matrix. Either network will produce a non-
mimic the behavior of the composite, each" uniform density distribution within a powder
polyhedron will impose some constrain on the- matrix that attempts to shrink via sintjring. The
deformability of its neighbors. The extreme casq. understanding gained by the microstructural
for this conatrain is required by the periodic. observation that confirm this simple model have
network 20 where En - eom. led to new thinking, currently under study, to

As detailed elsewhere, 2 1 microstructure determine how to avoid the redistribution of the
observations- show that a network of denser void phase due to constrained densification while

material, surrounding lower density regions, does: optimizing the strength of the matrix phase
* develop during constrained densification. Thig. produced by sintering.

observatio.n strongly suggests that en - eomp. Two
phenomena were observed as the compofix was INNOVATIVE PROCESSING
further heat treated to increase composite density.
First, grain growth occurred within the dense By asking the silly question, "Can
network material due to grain boundary motion, reinforcements be added to a fully dense ceramic

I Second, voids within the lower density regions matrix?", two new composite processing methods
grew larger by a desintering process (i.e., the have been developed. Each completely avoids the
separation of previously sin'tered grains) problem of differential densification discu~ssed
associated with grain coarsening. The larger above. One of these methods produces a metal
voids are thermodynamically more stable to the reinforced ceramic composite while the other,
low density microstructure from which they. produces a laminated ceramic composite. Their
developed. These microstructure observations processing and preliminary properties will be
have led to a model of composite densification outlined.
consistent with the constraining effect of the
inclusion network: As the composite shrinks a METAL REINFORCED CERAMICS - Jamet et al. 2 2

network of denser material develops (expected to were the first to show that a powder could be
be associated with more closely spaced packed within a fiber preform using a process
inclusions). The sintering 'stress' exerted by the similar to pressure filtration. In an adaptation used

I lower density regions is small relative to the stress here, a fiber preform is placed on top of the filter
* needed to deform the denser network. During this and particles within the slurry flow throuSh the

i L~ane, et e.4
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preform channels to :uld a consolidated layer The new method to produce -eta!
within the prerorm during pressure filtration as reinforced ceramics involves four steps 23
schematicallv shown in Fmg. 3. Before a forming a powder compact containing aconsolidated layer bwids up on the filter, a uniform continuous network of either organic or carbonpressure exists within the slurry and within the matena' by pressure filtration, 2) pyrolynng the
liquid filled (or slurry filled) preform. As the network to form channels within the vowderconsolidated layer builds within the preform, the compact that mimic the preform. 3) ens u'ing thecombined pressure exerted by the consolidated layer powder while retaining the channel netork, and
and the liquid is identical to the pressure within the 4) intruding metal into the channel network by.

fslurry. That is throughout all stages of pressure e.g., squeeze casting. Pressure filtration is used
filtration, the preform-is never subjected to non- to form the powder compact containing thehydrostatic loads which would produce disruptive pyrolyzable network either by pressure filtenng
effects (i.e., preform compaction and/or crushing). mixed powder, chopped fiber slurries or by
Thus, the preform is only subected to a hydrostatic packing powder within pyrolyzable preforms as

pressure. As discussed below, the strain stored shown in Fig. 3. After the liquid is removed fromwithin the preform, due to the hydrostatic pressure, the pressure filtered composite system and the
can produce detrimental effects. preform is pyrolyzed, the furnace temperature is

Our experience has shown that the success raised to densify the matrix powder. The decrease
of this processing method depends on three of the void volume associated with the channel
conditions. First, it is obvious that if the network, remnant of the pyrolyzed preform, is
consolidated layer is to form within the preform proportional to the densification of the powder
during filtration, particles must be small enough matrix, viz., the decreased channel diameter is
to flow through the preform channels. Filtration proportional to the linear shrinkage strain of the
literature suggests that the particles should at powder matrix. Since the relative volume change
least be 7-10 times smaller than the percolation of the void volume associated with the channel
channels to prevent the preform from acting as a network is identical to the relative volume change
filter. As discussed above, because of particle of the powder matrix ((AV/V)network
packing requirements, the ratio of the particle to (AV/V)matriz], the volume fraction of the void
reinforcement diameter needs to be < 0.02. When volume associated with the channel network (and
this requirement is converted to channel size, the thus, the metal reinforcement) after densifcation
particle diameter should be at least IC ' times is identical to the volume fraction of the preform
smaller than the average channel diameter.

material before densification. Metal reinforcedSecond, the particles cannot besno attracted ceramic composites with different reinforcement
to themselves (should not floc) or attracted to the architectures, volume fractions and fiberpreform material as they flow through the diameters can be produced with this method.hannels. When attractive surface forces prevail, Two different composite systems, one with a

the channels are quickly blocked, the preform A1203 matrix and the other with a transformation
itself acts as the filter, and a consolidate layerbuilds up on top instead of within the preform, toughened Zr02 (+3 1110 % Y203) matrix, have

The third condition, discussed below, concerns the been fabricated using either polymer or carbon
differential strain released from the network felts as the pyrolyzable preform material. The

relative to the consolidated powder matrix, pore channels in both were intruded with a

molten AI.Mg alloy. The effect of the metal
reinforcement on crack growth resistance is
currently under study in both systems..

Processing problems have been encountered
in both systems. Microstructure examination has

..... ..... revealed that cracks exist within the ceramic
. .r .matrix filled with metal during squeeze casting.

-- (fult'wve, ta) In some composites, the cracks are infrequent
and small, only extendinb a few fiber diameters.

PacmdPowder whereas in other composites, the cracks are
I- '- numerous and large. Current evidence stronglyI suggests that these cracks are produced prior to

Liqi the pyrolysis of the preform and are caused by
either differential strain recovery after pressure

Figure 3 filtration or powder matrix shrinkage when theIiur Packing of a powder into a pyrolyzable (carbon, liquid is removed by evaporation. Both of these
polymer, etc) preform can be accomplished by pressure
filtration. This is the first step in producing continuous pore problems will be discussed as related to the
channels that will be later filled with a molten metal after rheology of the pressure filtered body and
the ceramic powder matrix is densified. interparticle forces.

Lanse, et al.
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To understand the vroblem j; differential fracture surfaces of bodies produced Frc, 2icsed

strain recoverv, ove must rirst understand the stress- slurries revealed large cracks produced iur ;
strain behavior of consolidated powder bodies. strain recovery. It was shown that -he ir-e
- solidated powders exhibit non-linear elastic cracks observed in the relatively eiastic '

.... ss-strain behavior similar to that described by produced from flocced slurries was catued '. "h
Hertz 2 4 for two spheres pressed together. The differential recovery strain of the pcikmer --- '
compressive stress (a)-strain (E) response of a relative to the consolidated powder ,.'*-
powder can be expressed 25 as a = AE 3/2, where A was released after filtration. =<ince -t.he

depends on the relative density of the powder saturated powder matrix and the emb' dded
compact (average number of contacts per particle) preform material are both under compression.
and the elastic properties of the particles. Relatively both will recover strain and grow larger -is "he
small stresses produce large strains and the compact pressure is released. By comparing the difftrent
becomes stiffer as the stress is increased. It is not stress-strain behavior of the powder matrix and
the porosity that produces this behav:or, but the the polymer preform, it was shown that the
large displacements between particle centers when a polymer preform would release more strain than
'point' contact is elastically compressed into an area the powder matrix. For the case of the relative
contact. Thus, after a powder has been consolidated elastic body formed from the flocced slurry, the
and the pressure released, large elastic strains are differential strain recovery produced tensile
recovered and the compact grows. The linear strain stresses within the powder compact which were
recovery of an A1203 powder compact, produced by relieved by cracking. This problem did not arise
pressure filtration with an applied pressure of 80 when the body was consolidated from the
MNa, is 2 2.to 3 %.26 dispersed slurry because the body was plastic and

Experiments have shown 2 6 that the strain dissipated the stresses produced by differential
recovery phenomena in powder compacts strain recovery via body flow.
saturated with a liquid, i.e., those produced by This initial work2 3 concluded that cracking

pressure filtration or centrifugation, arm time problems encountered by differential strain
dependent. I. addition, the rate of strain release recovery could be avoided by using dispersed
depends on the rheology of the consolidated body, slurries because they produced plastic bodies.
which in turn depends on the interparticle forces. Current work shows that dispersed slurries can
Some bodies consolidated from dispersed slurries also produce relatively elastic bodies that are
(repulsive interparticle forces) still flow despite prone to cracking during differential strain

their very high particle packing density, i.e., recovery. We now recognize that repulsive
despite being pressed together during filtration, particles in a slurry can be made attractive by the
the particles are still repulsive when pressure is pressure e.terted on the particle network during
released. Their rheology can be described as pressure filtration. Although a discussion of this
plastic and they release their stored strain within effect is beyond the present review, our research is

I a relatively short period. Bodies consolidated from directed to understand and avoid this problem.
flocced slurries (strongly attractive interparticle After a composite body is removed from the
forces) appear elastic and they continue to release pressure filtration device, it is saturated with a
strain for many hours. In these bodies, as the liquid. This liquid must be removed prior to heat
particle network attempts to relax its stored treatment. When the liquid is removed by
compressional strain, the surrounding liquid is evaporation, capillary forces exert a pressure on
placed in tension. Liquid (or air) must flow from the particle network which can cause the particles
the surface to the interior to dissipate the tension to rearrange and increase their packing density.
within the liquid and thus, the compressional viz., shrinkage can occur during liquid removal
strain within the network. The time required to via evaporation. Since composite bodies used to
dissipate these stresses by fluid flow is governed by produce a metal reinforced system contain a

* Darcy's Law. Dispersed bodies, on the other pyrolyzable preform that may not shrink during
U hand, appear to dissipate their stored strain by liquid retoval, stresses and disruptive

body flow. As addressed below, strain relaxation phenomena can develop as the powder matrix
is of critical importance in the structural integrity shrinks during drying.

* of bodies containing either reinforcements or Current evidence suggests that the amount
pyrolyzable networks. of shrinkage will depend on both the interparticle

The structural integrity of the dense force and the pressure used to consolidate the
ceramics (prior to metal intrusion) containing the powder. When a body is formed from flocced slur-
channels remnant of the pyrolyzable preform was ries, the particle packing density is strongly
observed to depend on whether it was produced dependent on the consolidation pressure. If the
from a flocced or a dispersed slurry.2 3 In repeated consolidation pressure is less than the capillary
experiments, flocced slurrie., produced weak pressure (- 0.5 to 1 M :a) produced during drying.
matrices whereas, dispersed slurries produced the body shrinks to the relative density produced
relatively strong matrices. Examination of by the capillary pressure.2 6 his shrinkage can be

Lange, at al.
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considerable. When the flocced slurry is consoli- form with serrated fiber surfaces. The average
dated at pressures much greater than the value of Gc for the A12 0 3 without the reinforce.
capillary pressure, he body exhibits very little ments was 40 J/m2 , whereas that for the A 2 0 3 con-
shrinkage (linear strains < 0.5 % during drying taining the 23 vol % of 17 m diameter metal rein.
because the smaller capillary pressure can not forcements was 400 J/m 2. As discussed elsewhere
further rearrange the particle network. 2 6 When in this proceedings, 2 8 it currently appears that the
bodies are produced from dispersed slurries, their debonding characteristics of the metaL~ceramic
packing density is independent of the applied interface, produced by metal cavitation associated
pressure, and can be much greater than that with matrix grain junctions at this interface, is
achieved with flocced slurries. 2 6 If the particles the feature that controls the deformability of the
are still repelling one another in these bodies, they metal reinforcement, its bridging length prior to
are not touching one another, and despite their failure and thus, the fracture resistance of the
much higher packing density, the body shrinks composite system,
during drying as liquid is removed from between
the non-touching particles. t.mely, their
shrinkage is related to the sep _..on distance be- LAMINAR COMPOSITES - In the second new
tween the non-touching particles. The linear approach to fabricate ceramic composite by
shrinkage strains for these dispersed bodies are making the ceramic dense and then adding the
typically - 1.5 %. Coagulated slurries (weakly at- reinforcements, dense ceramic sheets, produced
tractive forces at long range, but strongly repul- by the conventional tape casting method use to
sive at short, < 2rm, range) produce the same par- manufacture ceramic substrates for the electronic
ticle packing densities as highly dispersed industry, are sandwiched and bonded to fiber
slurries. Recent work shows that their packing layers as schematically shown in Fig. 4.
density is also pressure insensitive. Bodies pro-
duced from coagulated slurries also produce a
non-touching particle network, but the particles
are more closely spaced relative to highly repul-
sive particles. Preliminary observations suggest
that they shrink less (< 1 %) than bodies produced
with dispersed slurries.

Regardless of the phenomena causing vari-

able and currently, uncontrollable matrix crack-
ing, composite materials have been produced to I T
measure crack growth resistance behavior. I oIIUEUNP
Progress concerning the composite system formed
with the A1203 matrix, reinforced with the A-Mg
alloy has produced interesting observations. Fiu, 4 Processing method for producing 1aminar ceramic

Initially, experiments concentrated on determin- composites using dense ceramic sheets processed by tape
ingR-crvebehvio werestale racs wre casting and fiber layers pro-imprep5ated with an mlett that

ing R-curve behavior where stable cracks were both controls the interfacial bond between the fiber and
propagated through bar specimens placed in bonding agent and bonds the pree to the ceramic.
bending. Although these experiments showed
that the metal reinforced composite did exhibit. As imagined, the ceramic can have any
crack growth resistance behavior, it was deter- desired composition, e.g., it can be a composite
mined that the data was not intrinsic to the mate- itself. The fiber architecture can be
rial due to large scale bridging effects. 2 7 That is, unidirectional, cross-plied, or woven. The
the bridged crack length to specimen width ratio bonding agent impregnates the fibers and bonds

was too large to determine intrinsic crack growth the fiber layer to the ceramic sheets; it must also
resistance behavior without certain assumptions, produce an interface with the fibers to impart the
As detailed elsewhere in this proceedings, 26 the desired interfacial fracture behavior. The bonding
plateau value of GU was determined by a work-of- agent can be an epoxy, metal, glass or ceramic.
fracture measurement where stable cracks were The fiber layer is impregnated witk the bonding

* propagated through a chevron-shaped web of ma- agent (e.g., as a liquid or powdee slurry) prior to
terial machined in bar specimens placed in bend- composite processing.
ing. Three different materials have been exam- To initiate sn investigation of the
ined in detail: 1) polycrystalline A1203 without the mechanical behavior of this type of composite
Al-Mg reinforcements, 2) polycrystalline A12 0 3  system, a low temperature composite has been
containing 23 vol % AI-Mg reinforcement (- 17 gm, fabricated with commercial ceramic sheets
diameter) produced with a polymer felt preform laminated with epoxy-carbon fiber propregs.
with smooth fiber surfaces, and 3) polycrystalline Processing of these composites is very simple and
A120 3 containing 17 vol % Al-Mg reinforcement (- allows the production of a large quantity of
10 lim diameter) produced with a carbon felt pre-

Lange, et al.
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specimens with .1::Ferent ceramic materials and density vs increasing load appears to be sinlar :ofiber arcll-tect,,res, !*h~e uncured epoxy prepregs, that observed for uniaxial ceramic compoosltesIreceived f'rozen ,"rein the manufacturer, are with a continuous iarxcmoie-

thawed, cut to the appropriate size, laminated stress-strain behavior of the laminar comdose?with the ceramic sheets, vacuum bagged (to die
minimize entrapped air) and hot-pressed at 135 *C deviates from its ital linear behavior as ,7a 4s
to cure the epoxy. Glass, A120 3 , and different response of the laminar composie '.3ti-' :r e

transformation toughened ZrO2 sheets have been regime of increasing crack density 'has :et .o be
used to fabricate different composites to determine characterized, but the portions of the eramic
the effect of substrate properties (elastic modulus, sheets between the cracks still support a portion of
fracture toughness, and strength) on the the applied load and contribute to the composite s
mechanical properties of the composite. Using stress-strain behavior until only fibers hold the
these different ceramic sheets, different composite together. Catastrophic failure occurs at
composites have been processed with the failure strain of the fibers (-. 1.5 % for the
unidirectional, 0-90 cross-plies (either within one current fibers).
layer or separated by a ceramic sheet), and woven Tensile and flexural tests of unidirectional
(cloth) fiber architectures. The volume fraction of laminar composites both show that brittle, low
the fibers was varied by either using more than strain to failure behavior occurs when the tensile
one fiber prepreg between each pair of ceramic stress is applied perpendicular to the fiber
sheets or using ceramic sheets of different direction, whereas, the high strain to failure
thicknesses. behavior described above, occurs when the tensile

The ambitious investigation of the mechan- stress is applied parallel to the fiber direction. In
ical behavior of these composites includes: flexu- addition, for the composites tested to date (7 vol %
ral testing, tensile testing, torsion testing, crack fibers) the composite supports a significantly
growth resistance determinations, and interfacial larger tensile stress when the tensile direction is
Ge determinations under mixed mode loading. parallel to the fiber direction.
Variables that include ceramic material proper- The determination of the crack growth
ties (glass, A1203, tt-ZrO2), fiber architecture, fiber resistance behavior of these laminar ceramic
volume fraction, fiber orientation, and tempera- composites initiated with unidirectional
ture (to change the properties of the epoxy bonding composites (7 vol % fibers) machined to a modified
agent) are under investigation. The program also ASTM compact tension configuration. It quickly
includes the development and modification of test- became apparent that regardless of the fiber to
ing procedures, e.g., the development of a tensile crack orientation, cracks only extended parallel to
test to both prevent the Icngitudinal failure of uni- the fiber direction. This material was used to
directional composite placed in transverse tension show that when the fibers are parallel to the
and minimize bending moments. Current results extending crack, failure was catastrophic and the
are limited to preliminary observations of the Ke was typical of A1203, viz., K a 4.0 MPiamil 2 .
different A120 3 -epoxy/carbon fiber composites. New specimens, with each fiber layer containing

Although tensile testing procedures are still a 0-90 cross-ply, were prepared (14 vol % fibers) to
under development, preliminary tensile results allow testing with crack extending perpendicular
strongly suggest that the stress-strain and. failure to the fiber direction. Although this testing
behavior of unidirectional, laminar composite (7 configuration is no longer used to explore crack
vol % fibers) are similar to continuous matrix, growth resistance behavior for these composites

continuous brittle fiber ceramic composites. 2 9  due to large scale bridging effects, 2 7 (despite the
Namely, during initial loading the composite relative large specimen size, approx: 0.6 x 4 x 4
exhibits a linear stress-strain behavior. As the cm, no apparent fiber failure occurred as the
tensile load is increased, a crack extends through cracks within the ceramic sheets approached
one of the ceramic sheets. Because tensile testing their maximum length), the observations made
still includes large bending stresses, the stress during this testing are instructive. First, the Ke of
level for this initial crack extension has not been the initial crack extension from the machined
correlated to. the tensile strength of the ceramic notch was nearly identical to that for tests where
itself. Four-point flexural testing suggest that it is cracks wher extended parallel to the fibers in
within the range of the ceramic's strength; effects unidirectional composites. Second, after an initial
of residual thermal stresses developed during pop-in, crack extension required an increasing
processsing are unknown. Unlike uniaxial

composites with a continuous ceramic matrix, the applied stress intensity factor. Third, after initial
crack in one ceramic sheet is generally not co- crack pop-in and some extension, large secondaryI ncracks were observed to extend either from the
planer with those that appear within other machined notch or from a position along theceramic sheets at higher stresses. More cracks initial crack surface. And fourth, as shown in
appear within each ceramic sheet with increasing Fig. 5, cracks were inhibited from propagating
load. The nature of the crack spacing and crack completely through the ceramic sheets by the

Lange, et al.
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I ABSTRACT

Fracture experiments have been conducted on a gold/sapphire interface

interface is found to fail by interface separation in a nominally "brittle" manner

with a critical strain energy release rate, Gc = 50 jm-2 , substantially larger than the

work of adhesion, Wad = 0.5 Jm- 2. Evidence of plastic deformation on the gold

fracture surface, such as blunting steps and slip steps, suggest that plastic dissipation

I is the primary contribution to the measured Gc. Calculations suggest that the

majority effect occurs in the plastic zone through the crack wake. The interface is

I also found to be susceptible to slow crack growth.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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i 1. INTRODUCTION

Metal/ceramic interfaces exhibit a wide range of fracture energies, depen ,-nt

on bonding, interface morphology, plasticity in the metal and on the presence of

i interphases.,2, 3 Detailed understanding of the fracture energy requires a systematic

experimental study in conjunction with calculations of crack tip fields, using

continuum 4,5 as well as dislocation level calculations. One aspect of this problem is

i addressed in this article; notably an experimental study of the effect of plasticity. To

investigate this issue, the sapphire/gold system has several attributes. In particular,

test specimens can be produced by diffusion bonding without the formation of

i interphases. Furthermore, bonding occurs without dissolution of A12 0 3 in the Au

and consequently, the flow stress of the Au is wall-behaved. Finally, the

transparency of the sapphire allows in-situ observation of crack propagation along

the interface, as needed to elucidate the dominant fracture mechanism.

IThe fracture energy of bimaterial interfaces can be measured with good

precision by using a mixed mode four-point bending specimen6. This specimen has

the dual advantage that precracking can be conducted with good control and that,

when the interface crack is between the inner loading points, the energy release rate

is essentially crack length independent6 . In addition, the crack orientation in this

specimen facilitates the in-situ observations of crack growth.

i
i 2. DIFFUSION BONDING

Diffusion bonded plates are produced by carefully polishing basal plane

oriented sapphire discs having two-inch diameter. Polishing is conducted

i mechanically using diamond media. Gold foil, cold rolled to thicknesses in the

I range 10 to 250 gm, is inserted between the sapphire plates and the system subjected

i 12/21/89 3
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to a normal stress of about 5 MPa, within a resistance furnace. The temperature is

raised to 1040'C either in air or in vacuum and maintained at that temperature

to 48 h. The system is then slowly cooled to room temperature. Inspection of 'he

interfaces in the optical microscope rm.veals the progression of the bonding process

(Fig. 1a) from large planar voids to small, isolated, facetted voids in the Au. Such

behavior is typical of void elimination processes at interfaces involving diffusion.

3 Furthermore, the process was essentially the same for bonding conducted in air and

in vacuum. After 48 h, some small isolated voids remain, corresponding to an area

U fraction of interface of - 10 percent. The same voids can also be identified on

I fracture surfaces (Fig. 1b). The pores are typically about 1 gm deep and 3-10 gm

wide.

I

I 3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

3 Beams with overall dimensions 40 x 3 x 3 mm are cut from the diffusion

i bonded plates and polished to facilitate optical observation during testing.

Experience has indicated that testing is expedited by having a sapphire layer on the

I tensile side with thickness of - 0.5 mm while the sapphire on the compression side

has a thickness of - 2.5 mm. Subsequent to cutting and polishing, a Knoop

I indentation, loaded to - 100N, is emplaced in the thinner sapphire layer, with axis

normal to the beam axis, as needed to initiate a surface crack. Thereafter, the

specimens are precracked by loading in three-point bending, using an outer span of

3 33 mm. During this process, the surface crack extends through the sapphire layer to

the sapphire/gold interface and also extends symmetrically along the interface on

both sides of the precrack to a length of - 0.5 mm (Fig. 2).

I14184
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I Subsequent to precracking, the specimen is loaded in a four-point bending

fixture (inner and outer spans of 33 mm and 19 mm, respectively) located in .-,n

optical microscope (Fig. 3), as needed to permit in situ observation of cracking.

Surfaces of the specimens and of the loading rods were carefully polished to negate

effects of friction. Loading is continued as crack propagation proceeds and load,

crack length data are generated. In some cases, intermittent unloading is conducted

in conjunction with optical observation of the interface.

Following mechanical testing, the fracture surfaces are investigated in the

I scanning electron microscope (SEM), with the objective of both characterizing

morphological features of the fracture process and investigating possible chemical

differences using energy dispersive X-ray procedures (EDS). In addition, channeling

patterns are obtained and used to characterize crystallographic orientations. Finally,

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of cross sections is used to provide further

E information about the chemical and atomistic characteristics of the interface.

I
I 4. MEASUREMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS

Preliminary observations of crack growth reveal that subcritical crack

extension occurs. However, crack extension is intermittent and erratic, as illustrated

by the crack front sequences depicted in Fig. 4a. Nevertheless, the crack extends at an

essentially uniform mean velocity when a constant load is applied and furthermore,

the mean velocity increases when the load is increased. The subcritical growth

I behavior is seemingly characterized by a relationship between the crack velocity A

and the energy release rate G. The corresponding value of the phase angle of

I loading6 W is 520. The range in velocity at fixed G reflects thp. intermittent nature of

I
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* crack growth which, in turn, may depend on the spatial non-uniformity of -he

"bonding."

The magnitude of the critical energy release rate Gc can be estimated from the

precracking experiments. During precracking, the load is increased until the Knoop

indentation crack in the sapphire is induced to extend unstably across the specimen.

I This event coincides with a load drop (Fig. 5), to a load Pa, at which the crack

bifurcates along the interface, arrests and then slowly extends (Fig. 2). Interface crack

extension during this sequence occurs quite rapidly and consequently, the

* magnitude of G deduced from Pa is regarded as an approximate measure of Gc.

Estimates of Gc can be obtained from solutions generated by Charalambides et al.6

I extrapolated into the short crack range. This procedure indicates that qc is about

50 jm-2.

Upon constant-load crack growth az < Gc, the fracture surface is found to be

relatively featureless at optical resolutions (Fig. 6). However, a change in load

generates a step in the gold along the crack front (Fig. 6). The steps are indicative of

I crack blunting, as elaborated below. Slip steps that emanate from the crack front are

also evident in some cases. During unloading, crack closure occurs over

dimensions of order 100 Jm (Fig. 7). However, the original crack front is still visible

as a small trough, again indicative of a blunt crack.

U
I 5. CHARACTERIZATION

5.1. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

The fracture surfaces have been examined by scanning electron microscopy.

Within the resolution limits of EDAX, there is no evidence of Au on the sapphire

fracture surface and no evidence of Al on the Au. Channeling patterns obtained on

I
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I the Au surface (Fig. 8a) reveal that the Au has recrystallized during dtffusion

I bonding into a highly textured foil with a (100) interface plane. The grain ::_ _

approximately 100-200 jtm (Fig. 8b). Furthermore, patterns obtained on both sidez, of

slip steps reveal small lattice rotations of up to 5' . The oriented nature of the Au

allows determination of the facet and slip step directions from the channelling

patterns. In all cases, the facets and slip steps are along (110), consistent with slip in

I the Au occurring on (111).

Observations of the sapphire surface reveal that it is featureless and

I essentially the same as the original surface prepared prior to bonding. It is thus

concluded that there have been minimal morphological changes in the sapphire

during bonding and mechanical testing, consistent both with the low diffusivities in

I the sapphire at the bonding temperature and with its high resistance to slip at room

temperature.

IThe topography of the Au fracture surface has been examined using two

techniques. In one case, a profilometer was scanned over the surface, to create a

narrow plastic trough of uniform width. The profilometer readings gave one

I measure of the topography (Fig. 9). Secondly, lines of electron beam damage have

been created while the fracture surface was oriented normal to the incident beam.

I This was achieved by imposing a high voltage, in line profile mode, while the beam

scanned the specimen in one direction.7 The specimens were then tilted by 60 to 800

to allow the shapes of the features to be deduced from the line profiles7 (Fig. 10).

These techniques indicated that the crack front blunting steps were typically

< 0.1 gm in height and that all such steps had the same sign (Fig. 9). Investigation of

I the residual voids (Fig. 10) was of primary interest for estimation of the work of

adhesion Wad from the void surface inclination at the interface. These

measurements gave, Wad = 0.5 Jm- 2, consistent with previous estimates.5

I
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5.2 TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPYI
Thin foils normal to the interface have been made by mechanical dimpiing

I followed by ion beam milling. Preliminary TEM analysis indicates the following

characteristics. An atomic resolution image (Fig. 11a) shows that the Au/sapphire

interface is incoherent and that there is no intervening phase. Analytical TEM

i indicates that there is no Al in the Au and no Au in the A120 3 at the detectability

limits of the EDS system (about lat%). Furthermore, no other elements were noted

I in the EDS spectrum. In some places, the interface is non-planar (Fig. 11b), reflecting

i roughness associated with the original sapphire surface before bonding.

I
6. THE FRACTURE ENERGY

The seeming absence of gold on the sapphire fracture surface and of sapphire

3 on the gold, coupled with the relatively low values of Gc compared with the fracture

energy expected for a soft ductile metal (Gc> 104 jm-2), suggests that the crack

I progresses by brittle bond rupture at the interface. In support of this contention, it is

* noted that ductile interface fracture occurs by hole growth in the metal, leaving

metal ligaments attached to the ceramic side of the fracture surface8 (Fig. 12). The

I proposed "brittle" mode of failure at the A120 3/Au interface occurs despite the

incidence of plastic flow in the Au and of crack blunting.

The plastic dissipation associated with a crack growing along an interface can

be addressed by invoking comparison with the behavior of cracks in isotropic

elastic/plastic solids. For such materials, the energy release rate at the tip of a

3 growing crack is strictly zero, such that the measured energy release rate equates

entirely with the plastic dissipation.9  Consequently, within the framework of

continuum analysis, it has not been possible to relate the dissipation within the

I 12/21/89 .8
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I plastic zone to the dissipation within the fracture process zone. Yet, for the present

problem, it is important to develop a basic expression that allows the 0 .>:ic

dissipation to be related to such variables as the metal layer thickness, the work of

I adhesion, etc. A preliminary attempt, described in the Appendix, considers the

admissible dissipation outside the blunting width, 3, and yields a dissipation,

W = G(h/S) (1)

i where h is the metal layer thickness and Go is the dissipation within the fracture

process zone. If Go is regarded as being Wad, then for the present case (h = 25 Irm, 3

= 0.1 gm), WP = 100 Jm- 2. This level of dissipation is of the same order as the

measured value (Gc = 50 Jm- 2). Qualitatively, therefore, the measured fracture

energy is consistent with a dominant contribution from plastic dissipation.

I The presence of slow crack growth indicates that rupture is chemically

assisted and occurs in accordance with stress corrosion concepts. 10 These concepts

typically invoke a brittle fracture process zone at the crack tip and a maximum

stress-based fracture criterion in this zone. 10 However, for a thin metal layer

between two elastic plates, the maximum normal stress of the interface exists at an

I appreciable distance ahead of the crack, governed by the layer thickness.11 An

interface decohesion criterion based strictly on the normal stress would thus predict

a fracture mechanism that operates ahead of the crack front: at variance with

present observations. Consequently, this topic also requires additional

investigation.

II
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E 7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

I The relatively large fracture energy measured for the gold/sapphire interface

I reflects an influence of plasticity. Yet, the fracture process itself is brittle and

seemingly occurs by "brittle" bond rupture. For such a process, it is qualitatively

I appreciated that the fracture energy should be a multiple of the work of adhesion,

Wad, and the metal layer thickness, h. Consequently, variations in fracture energy

I with metal layer thicknesses should provide further insight into the appropriate

relations. However, ultimately, it will be necessary to couple the continuum level

analysis of fracture to the atomistic bond rupture criterion through the use of

3 discrete dislocation configurations.

The incidence of stress corrosion has been noted in other metal/ceramic

interfaces 12 and could be analyzed phemnologically using conventional expressions

between crack velocity A and energy release rate G. 10  However, appreciable

additional research is needed to understand the underlying mechanism.

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
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I APPENDIX

I
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF PLASTIC DISSIPATION IN STEADY-STATE"

I The basic features associated with plastic dissipation can be explored by

I considering t:.e behavior of strips, dy, within the metal layer (Fig. Al). The

dissipation within each layer, dWp, isI
dWP = rypdy (Al)

where ro is the shear yield strength and yp is the maximum plastic strain

experienced within that element. In steady-state, the strain associated with the

I growing crack has an analytic form of the type9

yp =  y0 n(a h/y) (A2)

I
where Yo is the yield strain and a is an unknown coefficient. Integration of

I Eqn. (Al) over the metal layer gives;

Ih
WP = fIroyo>n(ah/y)dy

=-ryo~ + Ina] (M3)

I The magnitude of a can now be extracted by appreciating that, for the growing crack

within a plastically deforming medium, the energy release rate at the crack tip is

I zero 9 and consequently the energy release rate and Wp are identical,

* The treatment used in this Appendix was suggested and developed by J. W. Hutchinson.

3 1~121,/g 11
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I
Consequently, from Eqns. (3) and (4)I

.na = G,/'ro yoh - 1 (A5)I
I In an attempt to separate the plastic dissipation in the plastic zone, Wp, and the

dissipation in the fracture process zone, Go, the dissipation is reevaluated with a cut-

3 off dimension 3,

w - - = 'orIn (a h/y)dy
i 6 (A6)

I Integration of Eqn. (A6) with a given by Eqn. (A5) gives

IW= - hr 0 In(h/) (A7)

I
Then, for small 3/h and for the typical case,I

G, To ,o8 >> n (h/s),

I Eqn. (A7) reduces to

I w; G G(h/8)

This result is used in the text to provide an initial estimate of the plastic dissipation.

1
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I FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. (a) The evolution of interface voids observed during diffusion bonL0ing

at 10400C

(b) Scanning electron micrograph-of residual interface voids observed
on the gold surface after fracture: slip steps formed during fracture

are also visible

I Fig. 2. a) A precracked specimen viewed through the sapphire layer

revealing the symmetrical cracks at the interface (specimen
3 unloaded)

b) Also visible at higher magnification is the facetted nature of the
apparent (closure) crack front and the residual opening around

voids ahead of the crack

Fig. 3. A schematic of the test fixture used for in situ measurements of crack
growth of the interface

Fig. 4. Sequences of crack front profiles that illustrate the intermittent nature of
crack extension at two different G levels

I Fig. 5. Load, deflection characteristics associated with precracking during three-
point bending. The crack arrest load, Pa, is used to estimate qc.

I Fig. 6. Optical view through the sapphire of blunting steps foi-med upon load
changes and of the featureless surface formed upon uniform, slow crack

I growth

Fig. 7. a) A crack front following slow crack growth at G - 20 Jm- 2. A slip

3 step (arrowed) is also visible (specimen loaded).
b) After unloading, closure occurs over - 100 gm, but the original

3 crack front is also still visible

Fig. 8. a) Channeling patterns obtained on a gold surface revealing the (001)
orientation

b) A view of the sub-grains in the gold obtained in the SEM
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I

Fig. 9. Profilometer measurements on the Au fracture surface

a) An optical view of a plastic trough passing over a blunting step

b) A profilometer amplitude trace over blunting steps

Fig. 10. a) An electron damage line across an interface void, tilted to

determine the void profile
* b) Schematic of the approach used to estimate the work of adhesion,

Wad

I Fig. 11. a) An atomic resolution image of the interface

b) A conventional TEM view revealing interface non-planarity

Fig. 12. A fracture surface of a ductile interface fracture between A120 3 and Al

I Fig. Al. Trends in the non-dimensional plastic dissipation density with distance

from the crack plane, y
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CRACK FRONT PROFILES
* 20 Second contour intervals

I Growth direction

* G=1 6 J/m 2
(v-3.10-6 mis)

G=1 0 J/m 2
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